BOOKS IN THE
TOPOLOBAMPO REFERENCE COLLECTION

AUTHOR/TITLE. Acland, Arthur Herbert Dyke, Sir, bart., 1847-1926
"WORKING MEN CO OPERATORS WHAT THEY HAVE DONE AND
WHAT THEY ARE DOING"
PUB PLACE.... London ;
. New York,
DATE OF PUB.. 1884.
call number.. SPEC topo HD3486 .A25 1884

AUTHOR/TITLE. Adams, Frederick B. (Frederick Baldwin), 1910-
"RADICAL LITERATURE IN AMERICA AN ADDRESS BY
FREDERICK B ADAMS JR TO WHICH IS APPENDED A
CATALOGUE OF AN EXHIBITION HELD AT THE GROLIER
CLUB IN NEW YORK CITY"
PUB PLACE.... Stamford, Conn.,
DATE OF PUB.. 1939.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HX83 .A3 1939a

AUTHOR/TITLE. Aldini, Charles "MIRACLE OF THE NORTHWEST MEXICOS
FUERTE VALLEY"
DATE OF PUB.. 1975.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f S451.7 .A43 1975

AUTHOR/TITLE. Aldini, Chuck "GEOGRAPHICAL CONTENT OF "19TH
CENTURY PROMOTIONAL LITERATURE A CASE STUDY
TOPOLOBAMPO"
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HX661.A38 T612 1970

AUTHOR/TITLE. Arthur, T. S. (Timothy Shay), 1809-1885 "WORDS FOR
THE WISE"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. [188-]
call number.. SPEC topo PS1039.A77 W7 1880 [from Credit Foncier Colonial
Library]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Baz, Gustavo Adolfo, 1852-1904 "HISTORY OF THE
MEXICAN RAILWAY WEALTH OF MEXICO IN THE REGION
EXTENDING FROM THE GULF TO THE CAPITAL OF THE
REPUBLIC CONSIDERED IN ITS GEOLOGICAL AGRICULTURAL
MANUFACTURING AND COMMERCIAL ASPECT WITH
SCIENTIFIC HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL NOTES"
PUB PLACE.... Mexico,
DATE OF PUB.. 1876.
call number.. SPEC topo ff HE2820.M64 B2
AUTHOR/TITLE. Bellamy, Edward, 1850-1898 "LOOKING BACKWARD 2000-1887"
PUB PLACE.... Leipzig :
DATE OF PUB.. 1890.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX811 1887 .B23

AUTHOR/TITLE. Bellamy, Edward, 1850-1898 "LOOKING BACKWARD 2000-1887"
PUB PLACE.... Boston and . New York,
DATE OF PUB.. [1926]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX811 1887 .B32

AUTHOR/TITLE. Bellamy, Edward, 1850-1898 "LOOKING BACKWARD 2000-1887"
PUB PLACE.... Boston,
DATE OF PUB.. 1889.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX811 1887 .B22

AUTHOR/TITLE. Bernard, L. L. (Luther Lee), 1881-1951 "ORIGINS OF AMERICAN SOCIOLOGY THE SOCIAL SCIENCE MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. 1965 [c1943]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HM22.U5 B4 1965

AUTHOR/TITLE. Besant, Annie Wood, 1847-1933 "MARRIAGE AS IT WAS AS IT IS AND AS IT SHOULD BE A PLEA FOR REFORM"
PUB PLACE.... London,
DATE OF PUB.. [1879?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f KD753 .B48 1879a

AUTHOR/TITLE. Black, William Nelson "ULTIMATE FINANCE A TRUE THEORY OF CO OPERATION"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. [1888-89?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HD2961 .B62

AUTHOR/TITLE. Bowman, Sylvia E. "EDWARD BELLAMY ABROAD AN AMERICAN PROPHETS INFLUENCE"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. [1962]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX806 .B68

AUTHOR/TITLE. Briancourt, Math (Mathieu) "ORGANIZATION OF LABOR AND ASSOCIATION"
PUB PLACE.... New York:
DATE OF PUB.. 1847
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX704.F9 B77
AUTHOR/TITLE. Broome, Isaac, 1835-1922 "LAST DAYS OF THE RUSKIN CO OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION"
PUB PLACE.... Chicago,
DATE OF PUB.. 1902.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX656.R9 B8

AUTHOR/TITLE. Buder, Stanley "VISIONARIES AND PLANNERS THE GARDEN CITY MOVEMENT AND THE MODERN COMMUNITY"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. 1990.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HT161 .B84 1990

AUTHOR/TITLE. Casson, Herbert Newton, 1869- "RED LIGHT"
PUB PLACE.... Lynn, Mass. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1898.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX86 .C2

AUTHOR/TITLE. Cook, Joseph, 1838-1901 "SOCIALISM WITH PRELUDGES ON CURRENT EVENTS"
PUB PLACE.... Boston :
DATE OF PUB.. 1880.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX86 .C8

AUTHOR/TITLE. Cushing, Luther Stearns, 1803-1856 "RULES OF PROCEEDING AND DEBATE IN DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLIES MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE"
PUB PLACE.... Boston :
DATE OF PUB.. 1867.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo JF515 .C97 1867 [belonged to colonist]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Daniels, John, 1881- "COOPERATION AN AMERICAN WAY"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. [c1938]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HD3444 .D3

AUTHOR/TITLE. Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870 "REPRINTED PIECES"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. [188-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo PR4553 .L6 [from Credit Foncier Colonial Library]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Ensor, Robert Charles Kirkwood, 1877- "MODERN SOCIALISM AS SET FORTH BY SOCIALISTS IN THEIR SPEECHES WRITINGS AND PROGRAMMES"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. 1907 . 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX39 .E57 1907
AUTHOR/TITLE. Fogarty, Robert S. "ALL THINGS NEW AMERICAN COMMUNES AND UTOPIAN MOVEMENTS, 1860-1914"
PUB PLACE.... Chicago :
DATE OF PUB.. c1990.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX653 .F63 1990

AUTHOR/TITLE. Gamez, Ernesto "VALLE DEL FUERTE"
PUB PLACE.... Los Mochis? Mexico] 
DATE OF PUB.. 1955.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo F1341 .G26 1955

AUTHOR/TITLE. Gaston, Paul M., 1928- "WOMEN OF FAIR HOPE"
PUB PLACE.... Athens :
DATE OF PUB.. c1984.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HQ1412 .G37 1984

AUTHOR/TITLE. Gill, Mario "CONQUISTA DEL VALLE DEL FUERTE"
PUB PLACE.... Mexico,
DATE OF PUB.. 1957.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo F1341 .V4

AUTHOR/TITLE. Godin, Jean Baptiste Andre, 1817-1888 "ASSOCIATION OF CAPITAL WITH LABOR BEING THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF MUTUAL ASSURANCE REGULATING THE SOCIAL PALACE AT GUISE FRANCE"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. 1881.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HD7578.G8 G44 1881a

AUTHOR/TITLE. Godin, Jean Baptiste Andre, 1817-1888 "SOCIAL SOLUTIONS"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. c1886.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX704 .G63 1886

AUTHOR/TITLE. Greenwalt, Emmett A. "CALIFORNIA UTOPIA: POINT LOMA:
1897-1942"
PUB PLACE.... San Diego, Calif. :
DATE OF PUB.. c1978.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo BP585.T5 G7 1978

AUTHOR/TITLE. Guarneri, Carl, 1950- "UTOPIAN ALTERNATIVE FOURIERISM IN NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICA"
PUB PLACE.... Ithaca, N.Y. :
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX654 .G82 1991
AUTHOR/TITLE. Ingersoll, Andrew J. "IN HEALTH"
PUB PLACE.... Corning, N.Y.,
DATE OF PUB.. 1878 [c1877]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HQ31 .I54 1878 [belonged to colonist]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Jones, Julie Ann "CLARISSA KNEELELAND PRINCIPLES AND A DREAM"
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HX84.K54 J6 1989

AUTHOR/TITLE. Jones, Samuel Milton, 1846-1904 "NEW RIGHT A PLEA FOR FAIR PLAY THROUGH A MORE JUST SOCIAL ORDER"
PUB PLACE.... New York,
DATE OF PUB.. 1899.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HN64 .J8

AUTHOR/TITLE. Jordan, Ora Scally "LOOKING BACK A COLLECTION OF MEMORIES FROM THE DIARIES OF ORA SCALLY JORDAN"
PUB PLACE.... [Riverside :
DATE OF PUB.. 1984]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f F1391.L65 J67 1984

AUTHOR/TITLE. Kent, Alexander, 1837-1908 "COOPERATIVE COMMUNITIES IN THE UNITED STATES"
PUB PLACE.... Washington,
DATE OF PUB.. 1901.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX653 .K42 1901

AUTHOR/TITLE. Kerr, John Leeds "DESTINATION TOPOLOBAMPO THE KANSAS CITY MEXICO & ORIENT RAILWAY"
PUB PLACE.... San Marino, Calif.,
DATE OF PUB.. [1968]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HE2791 .K147 1968

AUTHOR/TITLE. Kneeland, Clarissa Abia, 1878-1950. Letters to Anita. Spanish "FERROCARRIL A UTOPIA UN VIDEO"
PUB PLACE.... Mexico :
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T635 1995

AUTHOR/TITLE. Lastras Ramirez, Juan Antonio "TOPOLOBAMPO ALBERT KIMSEY OWEN UN SOCIALISTA EN MEXICO BIOGRAFIA"
PUB PLACE.... Ciudad de Los Mochis :
DATE OF PUB.. [197-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T652 1970
AUTHOR/TITLE. LeWarne, Charles Pierce, 1930- "UTOPIAS ON PUGET SOUND 1885-1915"
PUB PLACE.... Seattle,
DATE OF PUB.. [1975]
call number.. SPEC topo HX655.W2 L48

AUTHOR/TITLE. Lea, Albert Miller, 1808-1891 "PACIFIC RAILWAY"
PUB PLACE.... [Knoxville, Tenn.,
DATE OF PUB.. 1858?]
call number.. SPEC topo f HE2767.M4 L4

AUTHOR/TITLE. Leverett, Frances, 1929- "ARTHUR E STILWELL 1859-1928"
DATE OF PUB.. 1955.
call number.. SPEC topo f HE2754.S8 L4

AUTHOR/TITLE. Leyson Perez, Teofilo "BREVE HISTORIA DE LOS MOCHIS"
PUB PLACE.... Los Mochis [Mexico]
DATE OF PUB.. 1969.
call number.. SPEC topo F1391.L65 L49

AUTHOR/TITLE. Lowenthal, Bennett Young "TOPOLOBAMPO AN AMERICAN SOCIALIST COLONY IN SINALOA MEXICO"
DATE OF PUB.. 1986.
call number.. SPEC topo f HX661.A38 T648 1986a

AUTHOR/TITLE. Lupton, Frank M., 1854-1910 "FARM AND HOUSEHOLD CYCLOPAEDIA A COMPLETE READY REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR FARMERS GARDENERS FRUIT GROWERS STOCKMEN AND HOUSEKEEPERS CONTAINING A LARGE FUND OF USEFUL INFORMATION FACTS HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE ETC"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. 1885.
call number.. SPEC topo S501 .F37 1885 [belonged to colonist]

AUTHOR/TITLE. McNeely, John Hamilton, 1917- "RAILWAYS OF MEXICO A STUDY IN NATIONALIZATION"
PUB PLACE.... [El Paso,
DATE OF PUB.. 1964.
call number.. SPEC topo HE2817 .M3

AUTHOR/TITLE. Mexico "CODIGO DE COLONIZACION Y TERRENOS BALDIOS DE LA REPUBLICA MEXICANA"
PUB PLACE.... Mexico,
DATE OF PUB.. 1893.
call number.. SPEC topo HD322 .A5 1892
AUTHOR/TITLE. Mladenatz, Gromoslav, 1891- "HISTOIRE DES
DOCTRINES COOPERATIVES"
PUB PLACE.... Paris,
DATE OF PUB.. 1933.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HD41 .M4

AUTHOR/TITLE. Moreno Rivas, Manuel, 1909- "SOCIALISMO EN
TOPOLOBAMPO APUNTES PARA LA HISTORIA"
PUB PLACE.... [S.l. :
DATE OF PUB.. c1992
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T665 1992

AUTHOR/TITLE. Nelson, Edward Gene, 1904- "COMPANY AND THE
COMMUNITY"
PUB PLACE.... Lawrence,
DATE OF PUB.. 1956.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HD9705.U64 E355 1956

AUTHOR/TITLE. Ober, Frederick A. (Frederick Albion), 1849-1913
"MEXICAN RESOURCES A GUIDE TO AND THROUGH MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... Boston :
DATE OF PUB.. 1884.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HC135 .O2

AUTHOR/TITLE. Ortega Noriega, Sergio "EDEN SUBVERTIDO LA
COLONIZACION DE TOPOLOBAMPO 1886-1896"
PUB PLACE.... Mexico :
DATE OF PUB.. 1978.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T666 1978

AUTHOR/TITLE. Ortega Noriega, Sergio "TOPOLOBAMPO UN CASO DE
COLONIZACION PORFIRIANA"
PUB PLACE.... Ciudad Universitaria :
DATE OF PUB.. 1977.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T668 1977

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "INTEGRAL CO OPERATION ITS
PRACTICAL APPLICATION"
PUB PLACE.... Philadelphia :
DATE OF PUB.. 1975.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.T6 O83 1975

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "INTERESTING DATA CONCERNING
THE HARBOR OF TOPOLOBAMPO AND THE STATE OF SINALOA
MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... Washington, D.C. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1883.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f F1341 .097 1883a
AUTHOR/TITLE. Payn, James, 1830-1898 "THICKER THAN WATER A NOVEL"
PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. [188-]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo PR5154 .T34 1880 [from Credit Foncier Colonial Library]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Perez de Ribas, Andres, 1576-1655 "MY LIFE AMONG THE SAVAGE NATIONS OF NEW SPAIN"
PUB PLACE.... Los Angeles,
DATE OF PUB.. [c1968]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo BX3712.A1 P533

AUTHOR/TITLE. Pletcher, David M. "RAILS MINES AND PROGRESS SEVEN AMERICAN PROMOTERS IN MEXICO 1867-1911"
PUB PLACE.... Ithaca, N.Y.,
DATE OF PUB.. [1958]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HE2818 .P59

AUTHOR/TITLE. "PUEBLO COLONY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO"
PUB PLACE.... Lancaster, Pa. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1874.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo F784.S7 P84

AUTHOR/TITLE. Randolph, Paschal Beverly, 1825-1874 "PRE ADAMITE MAN DEMONSTRATING THE EXISTENCE OF THE HUMAN RACE UPON THE EARTH #100 #000 THOUSAND YEARS AGO"
PUB PLACE.... Boston :
DATE OF PUB.. 1869.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo GN735 .R3 1869 [from Credit Foncier Colonial Library]

AUTHOR/TITLE. Reyes Heras, Saul "MEDIA VIDA CRONICA DE LOS MOCHIS SINALOA"
PUB PLACE.... [Mexico?] :
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo PQ7297.R394 M4 1982

AUTHOR/TITLE. Reynolds, Ray, 1919- "CATS PAW UTOPIA"
PUB PLACE.... El Cajon, Calif.]
DATE OF PUB.. [c1972]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HX656.T62 R4

AUTHOR/TITLE. Reynolds, Ray, 1919- "CATSPAW UTOPIA ALBERT K OWEN THE ADVENTURER OF TOPOLOBAMPO BAY AND THE LAST GREAT UTOPIAN SCHEME"
PUB PLACE.... San Bernardino, Calif. f. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1996.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX661.A38 T667 1996
AUTHOR/TITLE. Rhodes, Harold V. "UTOPIA IN AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT"  
PUB PLACE.... Tucson,  
DATE OF PUB.. [1967]  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX806 .R5 1967

AUTHOR/TITLE. Robertson, Thomas A., 1897- "SOUTHWESTERN UTOPIA"  
PUB PLACE.... Los Angeles,  
DATE OF PUB.. 1964 [c1947]  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX656.T62 R6 1964

AUTHOR/TITLE. Robertson, Thomas A., 1897- "SOUTHWESTERN UTOPIA"  
PUB PLACE.... Los Angeles,  
DATE OF PUB.. 1947.  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX656.T62 R6

AUTHOR/TITLE. Schmidt, Robert H., 1940- "GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF SINALOA"  
PUB PLACE.... [El Paso] :  
DATE OF PUB.. c1976.  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo F1341 .S35

AUTHOR/TITLE. Senior, Clarence Ollson, 1903-1974 "KANSAS CITY MEXICO AND ORIENT RAILROAD"  
DATE OF PUB.. 1942.  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HE2791 .K148 1970a

AUTHOR/TITLE. Southworth, John Reginald, 1866- "ESTADO DE SINALOA MEXICO SUS INDUSTRIAS COMERCIALES MINERAS Y MANUFACTURERAS"  
PUB PLACE.... [San Francisco,  
DATE OF PUB.. 1898.  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f F1341 .S72

AUTHOR/TITLE. Terzian, Vartanouch Claude "LAST UTOPIA ON A GRAND SCALE"  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo f HX661.A38 T682 1973

AUTHOR/TITLE. Torres May, Adolfo "TOPOLOBAMPO PUERTO DEL NOROESTE"  
PUB PLACE.... Topolobampo, Mexico :  
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo ff F1341 .T66
AUTHOR/TITLE. United States. Dept. of State "FAILURE OF THE SCHEME FOR THE COLONIZATION OF NEGROES IN MEXICO MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES RELATING TO THE FAILURE OF THE SCHEME FOR THE COLONIZATION OF NEGROES IN MEXICO AND THE NECESSITY OF RETURNING THEM TO THEIR HOMES IN ALABAMA"

PUB PLACE.... [Washington, DATE OF PUB.. 1896] CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo E448 .U58 1896

AUTHOR/TITLE. Valades, Jose C. "TOPOLOBAMPO LA METROPOLI SOCIALISTA DE OCCIDENTE"

PUB PLACE.... México, DATE OF PUB.. 1939. CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo HX656.T62 V3

AUTHOR/TITLE. Willard, James Field, 1876-1935 "UNION COLONY AT GREELEY COLORADO 1869-1871"

PUB PLACE.... Boulder, DATE OF PUB.. 1918. CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo F784.G7 W7

AUTHOR/TITLE. Williams, John J. (John Jay), 1818-1904 "ISTHMUS OF TEHUANTEPEC BEING THE RESULTS OF A SURVEY FOR A RAILROAD TO CONNECT THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS MADE BY THE SCIENTIFIC COMMISSION UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MAJOR JG BARNARD US ENGINEERS WITH A RESUME OF THE GEOLOGY CLIMATE LOCAL GEOGRAPHY PRODUCTIVE INDUSTRY FAUNA AND FLORA OF THAT REGION"

PUB PLACE.... New York, DATE OF PUB.. 1852. CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo P1359 .W72